
Part 2 - Online 
Practitioner Training



Today… 
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Session 1 • The importance of good speech, language 
and communication 
(SLC) skills

Session 2 • Selecting children for Talk Boost KS1

• Using the TBKS1 Tracker
Session 3 • Using Talk Boost KS1: Intervention 

Manual content and activities

Session 4 • Teacher Manual, Children’s Activity 
Book, planning and questions



Reminder: Talk Boost KS1
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Small group intervention 
Activities with groups of 3–4 children, 
three times a week for 10 weeks
30–40 minutes each session with a 
teacher/teaching assistant

Measures of children’s language and 
communication before and after

Talk Boost KS1 Tracker and the 
Children’s attitude survey

Children’s Activity Book

Activities for children to take home and 
share with parents or carers

Whole class activities for class 
teachers

Linking small group activities to the 
class and supporting whole class 
speaking and listening skills



Session 3: Using Talk Boost KS1: Intervention 
Manual content and activities
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Supporting materials 
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Introductory training

Talk Boost KS1 Intervention 
Manual

Teacher Manual

The Communication 
Cookbook

Children’s Activity Book

Toolkit



Talk Boost KS1 Intervention Manual 
and Toolkit
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Talk Boost KS1 Intervention Manual 
and Toolkit
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Talk Boost KS1: overall structure

Talk Boost KS1 breaks language and communication down into
five component parts:

• Attention and listening

• Vocabulary 

• Building sentences

• Telling stories

• Conversations

The 10-week programme has a focus each week linked to these five 
component parts
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Talk Boost KS1: overall structure
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Throughout Talk Boost KS1
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Five areas of language: activity

• Attention and listening
• Vocabulary 

• Building sentences
• Telling stories

• Conversations
Consider each area:
Think of one way each area is

supported and developed in class
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Key activities

• There’s a key activity for each language 
area except for Conversations

• This teaches the principles for that area of 
language

• This is the activity that also needs to be 
carried out with the whole class
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Key teaching principles
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Example Key activity - Week 1 Session 1
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Teaching good listening

Make listening an active and explicit process
This means making key behaviours explicit: 
• Sitting still, looking and thinking
Explicitly linking these behaviours to listening:
• ‘You’re doing good sitting, Sam, and that’s good listening.’
Provide children with strategies for good listening
Lots of activities and practice for listening 
Give regular, ongoing and specific feedback
‘Catch’ children listening well and praise for exactly what they’re doing – all 

day, every day!
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Attention and listening



Vocabulary: principles 

• Teach meaning and phonic makeup

• Link to current knowledge to make it meaningful

• Use the words – repetition and practice in different contexts
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Vocabulary

There’s a lot of research around teaching vocabulary. What works is to 
give children:

• semantic information: what does the word mean?

• phonic knowledge: how is the word made up?

• meta skills: what do they know already?

The tool used to teach this is Word magic...



Word magic template
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Vocabulary



Vocabulary: teaching 
using Word magic

1. Today’s new word is pineapple
2. Have you heard the word pineapple before?
3. What do you know about pineapples? Go through the template – describe it, 

what do we do with it?… etc
4. When you reach ‘anything else?’, talk about the sounds in the word
5. Then it’s down to practice: 

• Put it in a sentence 
• Put it in a rhyme
• Use it in the classroom
• Write it for your word bank
• Put it on the word wall
• Use it on your topic table
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Vocabulary



Building sentences: 
principles

• Build a solid understanding as well as talking

• Target the right level and ‘scaffold’ from there 

• Model and encourage longer sentences 
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• Supporting both understanding and expressive language in practical ways

• Adults modelling what they want to hear

• Making children aware of their own language skills

Building sentences



Silly and sensible 
sentences 
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Building sentences



Telling stories: principles 

• Focus on the importance of day-to-day narratives and stories

• Spoken stories and narratives come before written

• Children need clear and explicit narrative structures to support 

these skills
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Telling stories

• We all tell stories throughout our day – it’s the basis of much of our 
communication

• Many children struggle to organise their thoughts into a cohesive narrative

• Giving children a clear narrative structure has been found to be effective for 
children with SLCN

• This has also been found to be effective to support written narratives



Telling stories: 
teaching narrative

• First, teach the components of a story

• Each story must have: 

– a person, a place, a time

– activities or events 

– a conclusion 

• A good way to support this is to explicitly teach these 
components through story words
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Telling stories



Story words
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Story strips can be put on desks in the 
classroom to encourage structured 
narratives, both spoken and written 

Telling stories



Conversations: principles

• Focuses on verbal and non-verbal elements
• Share with children the importance and purpose of 

conversations

• Provide opportunities for conversations, both for social 
interaction and learning
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Conversations



Conversations: principles
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Conversations

This is about practicing and making use of language skills – for 
a purpose:

• To get what you want

• To make friends

• To tell people how you feel

• To explain, negotiate, clarify, put your point across

This demonstrates to children how useful language and 
communication can be



Conversations: teaching 
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Conversations



Session plan 

Each session will include: 

• Attention and listening

• Vocabulary 

• Building sentences OR Telling stories

• Conversations
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Session plan

All sessions follow the principle of plan...do...review

All encourage children to be aware of their own learning

Each has the same structure, for example:

• Attention and listening: Good listening

• Vocabulary: Word magic
• Telling stories: Group story 
• Conversations: Finding out
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Session example
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Session example
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Session example
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Children’s review
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At the end of each 
session children 
review what they 

have learned 

Who could this 
person be?

It’s important they 
get the chance to 

feed back to 
someone 



Example of Children’s review paperwork
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Please fill in the attendance form: Here
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Break time! 
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Session 1
• The importance of good speech, language and 

communication (SLC) skills

Session 2 • Selecting children for Talk Boost KS1

• Using the TBKS1 Tracker

Session 3 • Using Talk Boost KS1: Intervention Manual 
content and activities

Session 4 • Teacher Manual, Children’s Activity Book, 
planning and questions



Session 4: Teacher Manual, Children’s 
Activity Book, planning and questions
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Talk Boost KS1 Teacher Manual
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Provides class teachers with:

• The background to Talk Boost KS1

• Information to select the right children 
and track their progress

• Information to oversee the groups and support the 
teaching assistant in their role of organising and 
running the groups

• Mandatory class activities each week in the classroom 
for the whole class



Classroom link activities for class teachers
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Teacher Manual: quality and outcome measures
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Talk Boost KS1 Tracker

Children’s attitude survey

Moderation guidelines



Example of Children’s Attitude Survey
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Children’s Activity Book
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Next steps for you
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• What will you do now?

– Timetable/planning

– Whole class activities

– TA/teacher links

• List three actions to take place before Talk Boost 
KS1 begins

• List three actions to maintain throughout 



A quick quiz to recap!
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1. Who is Talk Boost KS1 for?

2. How many children are in each group?

3. How Often do the groups run?

4. For how long?

5. How many weeks does Talk Boost KS1 last?

6. What are the five areas of language?

7. Name one of the key principles for teaching each of the 5 areas

8. Name one key activity

9. What is the main barrier facing you?

10. How will you overcome it?



Any questions?
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All done!
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Session 1
• The importance of good speech, language 

and communication (SLC) skills

Session 2 • Selecting children for Talk Boost KS1

• Using the TBKS1 Tracker

Session 3 • Using Talk Boost KS1: Intervention Manual 
content and activities

Session 4 • Teacher Manual, Children’s Activity Book, 
planning and questions



Course certificates and evaluation
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Please complete an evaluation of the Talk Boost KS1 
Practitioner Training course online:

Here

When you do this you’ll be able to download a certificate.



Thank you
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Thanks for your attention

Kate Cummings


